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DE ECONOMIST 136, NR. 4, 1988 

HYSTERESIS IN UNEMPLOYMENT IN THE NETHERLANDS 

BY 

J.J .  G R A A F L A N D *  

1 I N T R O D U C T I O N  

The labour market situation of the European countries in the eighties is 
characterized by a high structural rate of unemployment. For the most part this 
situation originated from the international recession during 1979-1983, which 
caused a rapid growth of unemployment. Fig. 1 shows that this development 
was most pronounced in The Netherlands. Starting in 1979, the unemployment 
rate rose more than 10% against 5% in the other European countries. 
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Fig. 1 - Unemployment  rate (in % of dependent labour force) 
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Compared to the European countries unemployment in the United States ap- 
pears to be less structural. Although the unemployment rate rose 4% during 
1979-1982, this increase was not permanent and after 1983 the unemployment 
rate declined from 10% to 7% in 1985. 

Figure 2 shows that the increase of the unemployment rate coincided with a 
decrease of the growth of real wage rates (in terms of consumer prices). This is 
especially true for France. From the eighties, however,  this relation broke 
down in the United Kingdom and Germany: real wage growth was stable or 
rose again in combination with high and rising unemployment rates. The same 
occurred in The Netherlands. Although real wages declined during the eighties, 
the real wage fall diminished after 1981 while the unemployment rate rose 
rapidly. In 1986 and 1987 (not depicted here) real wage growth turned out to be 
positive again. 

Although a stable real wage growth at high unemployment rates is generally 
associated with the convex form of the Phillips curve, rising real wage growth 
in combination with rising unemployment rates is a new phenomenon. In order 
to explain these facts, an alternative theory of unemployment has recently been 
developed, the so-called hysteresis theory. The central idea of this theory is that 
the equilibrium rate or so-called natural rate 1 of unemployment depends on 
the history of the actual unemployment rate (Blanchard and Summers 1987). 2 

The purpose of this paper is to investigate the empirical relevance of this 
theory for the recent labour market experiences in The Netherlands. Section 2 
starts with a qualitative description of the hysteresis theory. Section 3 amends 
the standard wage equation to incorporate hysteresis effects. Section 4 presents 
the estimation results of a simple Phillips-augmented wage equation of The 
Netherlands, and compares this with the estimation results of Blanchard and 
Summers (1986) for France, Germany, the United Kingdom and the United 
States. Because of the simple character of the Phillips-augmented wage equa- 
tion, section 4 also presents estimation results of a more sophisticated wage 
equation and examines the implicit development of the natural rate of 
unemployment in The Netherlands. Section 5 summarizes the main con- 
clusions. 

2 THE HYSTERESIS THEORY 

The hysteresis phenomenon can be explained in two ways. Firstly, hysteresis in 

1 Friedman defined the natural rate of unemployment as 'the level that would be ground out by 
the Walrasian system of general equilibrium equations, provided there is imbedded in them the ac- 
tual structural characteristics of the labor and commodity markets, including market imperfec- 
tions, stochastic variability in demands and supplies, the cost of gathering information about job 
vacancies and labour availabilities, the cost of mobility and so on.' 

2 The hysteresis concept originates from the analysis of electro-magnetic fields and is used to 
describe a system the present state of which depends on its previous history. Phelps was the first 
to apply the hysteresis concept to the natural rate of unemployment (Cross, 1987). 
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unemployment follows from the insider-outsider theory, which asserts that 
wages are largely determined by incumbent workers. The crucial assumption is 
that it is costly to exchange the firm's current employees (insiders) for 
unemployed workers (the outsiders) because of  labour turnover  costs. 3 As a 
result outsiders are not able to influence wages by underbidding, because in- 
siders can make underbidding expensive for firms to accept. Although the 
insider-outsider distinction is relevant in both union and non-union settings, it 
is most likely to be present when there are explicit unions, because insider- 
outsider turnover costs can be amplified by collective action. In the context of  
unionized wage formation, the insider-outsider distinction is also relevant 
because of  the voting behaviour within unions: workers who are laid off  often 
lose the right to vote. 

If  wage claims are exclusively determined by insiders, wages will be set so as 
to just assure the current employment. As a result unemployment will only 
have a modest wage depressing influence, even if unemployment is very high. 
Another consequence of  this pure insider model is that employment will follow 
a random walk, dependent on unexpected shocks. If  some workers loose their 
insider status after an adverse shock, the new smaller group of  insiders will then 
set the wage so as to maintain the new lower level of employment. These effects 
are less extreme if the unemployed loose their insider status not directly, but 
only after some time. In that case the short-term unemployed will also exert 
some influence on wages. However, even in this case, successive negative de- 
mand shocks, like those in the beginning of the eighties, will finally cause a rise 
of  the natural rate of unemployment. 

Secondly, hysteresis can also be explained by the so-called duration theory. 
This theory is concerned with the negative influences of  long-term unemploy- 
ment on the labour market position of  the unemployed. Because of  a lack of  
work experience and other forms of  training, the productivity of  the 
unemployed decreases with unemployment duration. In the case of long-term 
employment, productivity can therefore fall below the reservation wage of 
unemployed, reducing search activities by the unemployed. This effect will be 
stronger as unemployment benefits are higher and will reduce the effective 
supply of  labour and increase the natural rate of unemployment. This effect on 
the supply side of the labour market can be reinforced by the tendency of  
employers to refrain from hiring the long term unemployed because of these 
negative human capital effects. This effect will generally be stronger when 

3 Lindbeck and Snower (1986, 1987) distinguish three types of insider-outsider turnover costs: 
hiring costs and firing costs; productivity losses of entrants, arising from withdrawing of coopera- 
tion of insiders; adverse effects on work effort of all employees. With respect to the second type 
of turnover costs, Lindbeck and Snower mention also 'harassment' activities: when insiders are 
prepared to damage entrants' personal relations with them, they will raise their reservation wage 
and demotivate job search. Note that the first type of costs implies that the insider-outsider distinc- 
tion is more relevant when the employment protection legislation is more stringent. 
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min imum wages are relatively high. Even if these negative human capital ef- 
fects are negligible, absence of  a stable work experience worsens the labour 
marke t  position of  the long term unemployed. Employers,  having risk averse 
attitudes, will prefer experienced workers who are able to demonstrate their 
quality, even if their wage claims are higher than those of  unemployed people 
whose productivity is more  uncertain. 

The macro-economic consequence of these duration effects is that the 
downward pressure of  unemployment  on real wages will diminish when the 
long term proport ion increases. Insofar  as the long term proport ion of  
unemployment  is positively correlated with past unemployment ,  hysteresis ef- 
fects result, implying that the natural rate of  unemployment  will rise in the case 
of  successive negative demand shocks. 

Finally, we note that both the insider-outsider theory and duration theory 
par t ly  describe the same mechanisms because long-term unemployment  and 
outsider status are often associated. Hiring the long-term unemployed requires 
more  investment by the employer in the form of training costs, which forms the 
heart  of  the insider-outsider theory. The only difference between the insider- 
outsider theory and the duration theory is that in the former  most  attention is 
paid to the situation within the firm and the role of  insiders, while the latter 
focusses on supply reactions in the labour market .  

3 HYSTERESIS EFFECTS IN THE WAGE EQUATION: A FORMALIZATION 

In this section we formalize insider-outsider theory and duration theory and 
amend the standard Phillips-augmented wage equation accordingly. For the 
formalizat ion of insider-outsider theory we use an amended model of  Blan- 
chard and Summers (1986). Like Blanchard and Summers we suppose that 
unions face a labour demand curve of  the log linear form: 

n = a ' n _ 1  - (1 - c0*fl * ( w - p )  + v 1 (1) 

with: n : log of  employment  
(1 - a )  : partial adjustment coefficient 
w : log of  wage rate 
p : log of  price 
v 1 : r andom productivity stock 

Suppose now that insiders choose wages so that  expected employment  ( n e ) ,  

based on the perceived labour demand curve, equals desired employment  ( n  d )  

which is assumed to be the last period 's  employment.  The influence of  out- 
siders is represented by a correction for expected unemployment4: 

4 This specification deviates from Blanchard and Summers (1986), who used the following 
assumption: n e = (1 - Y)*n-1 + y*n. 

The implication of our specification, which is also used in Blanchard and Summers (1987), is 
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ne = nd = n_ l  + )P*(n_ - n e) O_<y_<l (2) 

where n is the labour force, exclusive of  non-effective unemployment,  which 
may include long-term unemployment or frictional unemployment.  

Finally it is assumed that the actual wage rate is equal to the desired wage rate 
(w*), which follows from relation (1) and (2), and a disturbance term v 2, 
which is uncorrelated with w* and reflects factors outside the model: 

W = W*-[- V 2 (3)  

Rewriting (2) and combination with (1) gives: 

1/e = (n -1-4- •*_n)/(1 + y) = a ' n _  1 - (1 - a)*fl  *(w* _ p e )  (4) 

Substitution of  the lagged version of  (1) into (4) yields: 

O ~ * H - 2  - -  ( 1  - -  a ) * f l * ( w - p ) _  1 + (v l ) -1  + l-~v*(_n - n - l )  
- -  • d 

= a * n  1 - (1 - a)* f l* (w*  _ p e )  (5) 

Collecting terms, substitution of  (3) into (5) and rewriting in percentage 
changes (where ( p e _ p _ l ) =  0.01 *if), leads to the following wage equation: 

~ = b e + ( 1 / ( ( 1 - a ) * f l ) ) * ( a * h _ l - ( l ~ y ) * ( u _ l - U r _ l ) ) + v 3  (6) 

where 2 : denotes percentage changes of  x 
u : unemployment rate (=  100*(_n - n) + Ur) 
V 3 : 1 0 0 * ( V z - - ( V l ) -  1) 

Ur : non-effective unemployment rate 
In order to link up with the standard Lipsey-effect specification, we finally 

assume that labour supply is more or less constant in the short run, which 
implies: 

h = - Au (7) 

Substitution of (7) into (6) yields the wage specification, which is estimated in 
section four and reads as follows: 

that  when y > 0, the level of  the unemployment  rate influences wages and not  the (log) level of  
employment ,  like in the wage specification of  Blanchard and Summers  (1986). A second deviation 

concerns the explicit correction for non-effective unemployment .  
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w= pe-(1/((1-~)*fl))* I((  l@y ) +a)*U-l--Oe*U-2 

(8) 

If y = 0, hysteresis results. The expected real wage growth depends then on the 
change of unemployment, the so-called Lipsey effect, rather than on the level 
of unemployment. 5 In the long-run, the unemployment rate will be unstable 
and depends on all kinds of demand and supply shocks. 

To the extent that outsiders exert some influence on wage setting (y > 0), real 
wage growth is also influenced by the level of the unemployment rate. There is 
strictly no hysteresis in unemployment anymore because, in the long term, 
unemployment will be stabilized around a natural rate that is independent of 
the history of past unemployment and depends on the frictional unemployment 
rate. In the short run, hysteresis effects may be still relevant and hamper a rapid 
restoration of labour market equilibrium. Therefore, labour market dis- 
equilibria will last longer when y is lower. 

The same results can be derived when the duration theory is applied to the 
standard Phillips-augmented wage equation, linking real wage growth to the 
level of the unemployment rate in deviation of the natural rate of unem- 
ployment: 

# = ~ e - f i * ( U - U n )  (9) 

where un: natural rate of unemployment 
The duration theory suggests that the natural rate of unemployment depends 

on the long-term unemployment rate: 

u n = u t + u f  (10) 

where u /: long-term unemployment as a percentage of the working population 
uf: the natural rate of unemployment exclusive of u t, which may be in- 

terpreted as frictional unemployment 
Assuming that long-term unemployment is related to the level of past 
unemployment, 6 exclusive frictional unemployment: 

5 The Lipsey effect was originally applied to take account of  the disaggregated character of  the 
labour market  and the resulting non-linear influence of  the macro unemployment  rate on real wage 
growth (Nickell, 1987). 

6 Nickell (1987), for example, finds a clear relation between the percentage of  long-term 
unemployment  and the total unemployment  rate in Britain: 

ul/u ~ 0.054+0.61 (UL/U)_ 1 - -2 .41U+ 5.58u_1--2 .18u_ 2 
(2.1) (3.7) (5.6) (6.5) (2.4) 
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u l = e ( u - u f ) _  1 (11) 

and combina t ion  with relation (9) and (10) yields the fol lowing wage equat ion:  

= b e -- 6 *{(U -- b/f) -- •*(b/-- b/f) -1} (12) 

In  relation (12) hysteresis appears when e = 1. Generally e is inversely related to 
the rate o f  flow out  o f  unemployment .  As we noted already in section two, e 
depends on the search intensity o f  the unemployed  and the choosiness o f  firms, 
and will generally be higher according as the replacement ratio - the  ratio o f  
unemploymen t  benefit  to  the person ' s  expected wage - or  min imum wages are 
higher. 

Compar i son  of  equat ions (8) and (12) confi rms that  the insider-outsider 
theory  and the dura t ion  theory  are hardly  distinguishable. Note  that  the inter- 
pre ta t ion o f  the role o f  Lipsey effects in equat ion (8) and (12) is different. In  
equat ion (8) Lipsey effects result part ly f rom the partial adjus tment  coefficient 
a o f  the perceived labour  demand  curve and part ly as a result o f  the inclusion 
o f  long-term unemployment  in the non-effective unemployment  rate, while in 
equat ion (12) the Lipsey effect rests solely on the second effect. 

Because o f  the s trong correspondence o f  the empirical implications o f  
insider-outsider theory  and durat ion theory,  we will only concentrate  on the 
empirical relevance o f  hysteresis effects in the next section and leave open the 
quest ion o f  which theory  is more  relevant for The Netherlands.  7 

4 AN EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS 

Table 1 reports est imation results o f  the simple Phil l ips-augmented wage equa- 
t ion for  The Netherlands,  as derived in section 3 (equat ion (8) or (12)). In  order  
to compare  these est imation results with the analysis o f  Blanchard and Sum- 
mers,  the est imation period used is 1953-1984. We note that  expected inflat ion 
is proxied by an AR(1) process, and is therefore equal to a constant  plus a scalar 
times lagged inflation. 8 The coefficient o f  expected inflat ion is, in conformi ty  
with relations (8) and (12), constrained to equal unity. 

R 2 =0.86 S~=0.023 Estimation period: 1956-1983 
As unemployment rises, the long-term unemployed proportion falls initially. In the long run, 
however, the long-term proportion tends to rise with unemployment. 
7 We note that an empirical analysis of the relevance of insider-outsider theory versus duration 
theory may include variables like the number of applications for lay-offs and other indicators of 
employment perspectives, which are only important when insider-outsider theory is relevant. 
When duration theory is more relevant variables like tlae replacement ratio and the minimum wage 
may show up in the wage equation. 
8 This resulted in the following specification:/~e = 0.66 ~b_ I + 1.67 

(5.16) (2.39) 
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TABLE 1A - ESTIMATION RESULTS OF PHILLIPS-AUGMENTED WAGE EQUATION 

/ ' / t-  1 b/t_ 2 t r e n d  0 D W  R 2 

Netherlands - 1.74 1.09 0.31 0.42 1.90 0.35 0.63 
(2.29) (1.20) (3.97) (2.25) 

TABLE 1B -ESTIMATION RESULTS REPORTED BY BLANCHARD AND SUMMERS a 

b/t g/t 1 /At-2 trend 0 D W  R 2 e 

Germany - -2 .41  2.12 -0 .08  0.27 1.94 0.59 0.88 
United Kingdom - -2 .57  2.46 0.14 -0 .03  2.02 0.37 0.96 
France -4 .97  4.12 - 0.33 -0 .10  1.91 0.33 0.83 
United States - 1.05 0.43 - 0.02 0.42 1.99 0.63 0.41 

a Blanchard and Summers (1986, pp. 54-55) 
u: unemployment rate 
~: auto-correlation coefficient (AR(1)) 
t-statistics in parentheses 
e: absolute value of the ratio of the coefficient on u t 2 to the coefficient on u t_ a (or u t_ 1 to u t in 
the case of France and the United States). 

Analys is  of  the es t imat ion  results yields the fol lowing conclusions.  Firstly, the 
hysteresis effects in The  Nether lands  do not  appear  to be as s trong as in the 
other  E u r o p e a n  countr ies .  Hysteresis effects are especially relevant for the 
Uni ted  Kingdom.  9 Hysteresis effects are also i m p o r t a n t  for West  G e r m a n y  
and  France ,  bu t  relatively u n i m p o r t a n t  for the Uni ted  States. 1° The 
Nether lands  takes an  in termediate  posi t ion.  

Secondly,  real wage growth  in The Nether lands  exhibits a s ignif icant  positive 
t rend.  A similar result was found  by Blanchard  and  Summers  for France.  This 
indicates tha t  other factors,  which are independen t  of  past  unemploymen t ,  
have exerted a positive inf luence on the na tu ra l  rate of  une mpl oyme n t .  Layard,  
G r u b b  and  Symons  (1984), for example,  po in t  out  long- term changes in labour  
mil i tancy,  or factors which affect the match  between the pa t te rn  of  l abour  de- 
m a n d  and  supply.  However ,  we do not  exclude the possibil i ty that  the inf luence 
of  the t rend  follows f rom some misspecif lcat ion,  because the Phillips- 
augmented  wage equa t ion  may  be too simple. Firstly,  as Coe (1985) found ,  
wages are generally l inked to lagged inf la t ion  rather  t han  to expected in f la t ion  
as a result of  indexa t ion  rules. Besides, wages growth may  also be inf luenced by 
p roduc t  prices rather  t h a n  consumer  prices, which follows f rom the perceived 
l abour  d e m a n d  equa t ion  of insiders. Fur ther ,  the wage equa t ion  takes n o  ex- 
plicit account  of  the inf luence  of  l abour  product iv i ty  growth and  forward shift- 

9 This coincides with the estimation results of Coe (1985). Coe did not find any statistical support 
for the relevance of hysteresis effects for other European countries, however. 

10 This is confirmed by Graafland (1987a). 
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ing of  direct taxes and social premiums (see Knoester and van der Windt 1987). 
In order to analyse whether these effects change the conclusions, we 

estimated a wage equation, which takes account of these effects. Because of  
simultaneity bias between wages and labour productivity growth and prices we 
used two stage least squares. The estimation period was set to 1962-1985. 
Again the price elasticity was set to one while the maximum elasticity of  labour 
productivity and forward shifting effects were constrained to be unity. The 
specification of the wage equation reads then (abstracting from discrete lags): 

~V al  p c + ( l _ a l ) . ~ g y + a 2 . ] l + a 3 ,  t . 

te 
+ a4 * (-Y----~ *~e + a5 *(u - g *u 1) + a6*trend + a7 (13) 

k. 1 - t e l  

where w : private wage rate 
Pc  : consumer prices 
py : product prices 
h : labour productivity 
t / :  social premiums, paid by employers 
t e : direct taxes and social premiums paid by employees 
u : unemployment rate 

The estimation results are reported in Table 2. Estimation of  the enriched 
wage equation leads to important shifts with respect to the relevance of  
hysteresis effects (e) in The Netherlands compared to other countries. Instead 
of  an intermediate position, the estimation results indicate that hysteresis ef- 
fects in The Netherlands are as relevant as in Germany and the United 
Kingdom and more relevant than in France. Taking account of the fact that the 
rise of unemployment was relatively strong in The Netherlands during the 
eighties, this means that the natural rate might have increased more than in the 
other European countries. Note, however, that the time trend dropped out, 
while it remained significant in the case of France. As in Table 1, the hysteresis 
phenomenon seems to be least relevant in the United States. 

Taking into account the estimate of  a 5, Table 2 shows further that the net 
influence of unemployment on wages is smallest in the United Kingdom (0.10) 
and highest in France (1.10), followed by the United States (0.59), Germany 
(0.47) and The Netherlands (0.30). This confirms that labour market flexibility 
in The Netherlands is relatively low, compared to the other countries. 

Commenting on the other variables, Table 2 shows that forward shifting ef- 
fects and productivity effects are most relevant in The Netherlands. Only in 
France a higher productivity elasticity was found, while Germany has a higher 
rate of  forward shifting of direct taxes and social premiums of employees. 

In order to analyse the influence of long-term unemployment in the 
Netherlands, Table 3 reports estimation results of a wage equation in which 
past unemployment is replaced by long-term unemployment (ul). In order to 
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TABLE 3 - WAGE EQUATION OF THE NETHERLANDS WITH LONG-TERM 
UNEMPLOYMENT 

," , /  tl \ , .  
¢v= 1.000/5c_¢+0.534 h442+1.00 { - - J  tf± 

( - )  (2.45) ( - )  \ 1 - t f /  -' 

+ 0 . 3 1 4 " (  te "],ie_ 1.023*{(U-Uf)- 1.017"u,}_¢+2.102 
(1.39) \ 1 - te/ (3.09) (4.44) (2.08) 

Ra=0 .908  Se=1 .326  D W = 1 . 9 8 6  

where 
W ." 

Pc 
h 

t I 

te 

~l~blf ~bl112" 

wage rate of  companies excluding the quarternary sector; including wage 
replacing benefits 
consumer price, excluding social security medical services and indirect taxes 
labour productivity of  companies excluding the quarternary sector, mining 
and quarrying and exploitation of  real estate 
social premiums paid by employers as a percentage of  gross wages 
direct taxes and social premiums paid by employees as a percentage of  gross 
wagesll 
registered unemployment ,  frictional unemployment  a n d  long-term 
unemployment  ( >  1 year) as a percentage of  the labour force. 

link up with the Freia-Kompas wage equation of  the Central Planning Bureau 
(1985), the total unemployment rate is corrected for frictional unemployment 
(/./f). 13 

The estimation result confirms the implications of  the hysteresis theory. The 
long term unemployment rate appears to have a significant positive influence 
on real wage growth, which is of  the same order as the negative influence of  
total unemployment. 14 The net influence of  long-term unemployment on real 
wage growth is therefore negligible. 

The estimation results of Table 3 can be used to construct a time series of  the 
natural rate of  unemployment. Correcting the estimated constant for labour 
productivity growth, 15 the natural rate can be specified as follows: 

11 te=l.2*sll+O.65*tll-2.2*uak 

where sll = social premiums paid by employees as a percentage of gross wages 
t// = direct taxes on wage income as a percentage of gross wages 
uak = children's allowance received by employees as a percentage of gross wages. 

12 For data of the long-term unemployment, see the appendix. 
13 For the construction of frictional unemployment data, see van Opstal (1985). 
14 This conclusion does not change when an alternative unemployment series which is corrected 
for biases in the registered unemployment data is used. See Graafland (1987b). 

15 2.10-(1-0.534)*_h, where ,~ is the average labour productivity growth over the sample 
period. 
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Fig. 3 - Different components of the unemployment rate 

u n ~ u f +  u l+  0.3 (14) 

This relation confirms the empirical validity of relation 10, except for a small 
constant which can be interpreted as a correction to frictional unemployment 
of 0.3%. 

By defining the effective unemployment as total unemployment rate minus 
the natural rate of unemployment, Fig. 3 depicts different components of the 
unemployment rate during 1972-1986. 

Fig. 3 shows that the rise of the actual unemployment rate during 1980-1984 
was accompanied by a strong increase of the natural rate of unemployment. 
Especially the long-term unemployment rate rose very steeply in this period. As 
a result the effective unemployment rate, which influences the real wage 
growth, decreased after 1982. The same picture arises when natural and effec- 
tive rates of unemployment are based on the specification of Table 2. Table 4 
reports some values for both series. 

TABLE 4 - NATURAL AND EFFECTIVE RATE OF UNEMPLOYMENT 

Year Natural  rate o f  unemployment  

specification table 2 a table 3 

Effective rate of  unemployment  

table 2 table 3 

74 3.4 3.1 0.3 0.6 
80 5.3 4.5 1.1 1.9 
83 10.4 10.0 4.6 5.1 
86 11.8 11.1 1.4 2.1 

a un=O.752*u_l+ 1.1 
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Although there are some differences with respect to the level of the natural and 
effective unemployment rate, the table shows that the time path of the natural 
and effective unemployment rate is roughly the same. This has important im- 
plications for the labour market developments for the next years. The wage 
depressing effect of the current high unemployment rate seems to be very small. 
Therefore, there is little hope for a substantial increase of employment growth 
and a decrease of unemployment as a result of the private labour market 
forces. Only when the government is able to persuade the social partners to ac- 
cept additional wage decreases will employment perspectives improve. Finally, 
the analysis suggests that a further reduction of the unemployment rate re- 
quires especially a structural labour market policy, which will enhance the 
labour market position of the long-term unemployed. 16 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

The labour market situation in The Netherlands can be characterized, as in 
other European countries, by a high structural unemployment rate. A possible 
explanation for this situation is given by hysteresis theory. The central idea of 
this theory is that the natural rate of unemployment is dependent on the actual 
path of the unemployment rate in the past. This idea can be explained by 
insider-outsider wage theories, which emphasize that wage formation reflects 
for the most part the interests of incumbent workers and is insufficiently 
directed to creating jobs for the unemployed. In addition, hysteresis effects can 
be explained by duration theories, which are concerned with the negative 
human capital effects of long-term unemployment. 

Estimation of a simple Phillips-augmented wage equation along the lines of 
Blanchard and Summers indicates that hysteresis effects in The Netherlands 
are not as strong as in other European countries and somewhat stronger than 
in the United States. Estimation results of a more sophisticated wage equation, 
including productivity growth and forward shifting effects, however, show 
that hysteresis effects in The Netherlands are as relevant as in Germany and the 
United Kingdom. Taking into account that the actual rise of unemployment in 
The Netherlands was relatively strong during 1979-1983, the rise of the natural 
rate of unemployment may have been more pronounced than in Germany and 
the United Kingdom. 

Estimation results of an alternative wage equation, including long-term 
unemployment, show that long-term unemployment exerts no influence on the 
real wage growth in The Netherlands. As a result of the increase of long-term 
unemployment, the natural rate of unemployment rose steeply during 
1981-1984, leading to a decline of the effective unemployment rate after 1982. 

16 Like the Vermeend/Moor legislation. As a result of this policy, long-term unemployment 
(over three years) decreased from 171,400 persons to 168,500 persons during the second half of 
1987 (Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment (1987)). 
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Therefore  the wage depressing effect of  the current  high u n e m p l o y m e n t  rate 
seems to be very small.  A fur ther  reduc t ion  of  the u n e m p l o y m e n t  rate therefore 
requires s t ructural  l abou r  marke t  policies, which will enhance  the l abour  
marke t  pos i t ion  of  the long- term unemployed .  

A P P E N D I X  

DATA AND SOURCES 

For  The Nether lands  da ta  of  the Cent ra l  P l a n n i n g  Bureau have been used, as 
described in  Table  3. For  the other  countr ies  O E C D  statistics have been used 
(Labour  Force Statistics, A n n u a l  Na t iona l  Accounts :  detailed tables and  A n-  
nua l  Na t iona l  Accounts :  m a i n  aggregates), supplemented  by  na t iona l  
statistics. Table  A. 1 presents some data  of  the long- term u n e m p l o y m e n t  rate of  
the Cent ra l  P l a n n i n g  Bureau,  const ructed on  the basis of  statistics of  the 
Minis t ry  of  Social Affairs  and  Employmen t .  

TABLE A. 1 - UNEMPLOYMENT WITH DURATION OVER ONE YEAR (THOUSANDS) 

1950 3.9 1960 12.0 1970 10.9 1980 66.2 
51 6.4 61 8.9 71 8.5 81 85.4 
52 10.9 62 8.1 72 10.1 82 168.4 
53 14.6 63 7.7 73 16.8 83 350.7 
54 11.2 64 6.5 74 18.9 84 435 
55 7.2 65 6.4 75 28.9 85 407 
56 5.8 66 6.4 76 60.0 86 385 
57 5.6 67 8.4 77 59.4 
58 8.7 68 14.1 78 62.4 
59 14.1 69 12.1 79 63.7 
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S u m m a r y  

HYSTERESIS IN UNEMPLOYMENT IN THE NETHERLANDS 

The Dutch labour market situation in the eighties can be characterized by the hysteresis 
phenomenon, i.e. a rising natural rate of unemployment as a result of the rise of actual unemploy- 
ment in the past. It appears that the hysteresis phenomenon is more important in The Netherlands 
than in France and the United States and as relevant as in Germany and the United Kingdom. 
Because of the steep rise of unemployment in The Netherlands the natural rate of unemployment 
may have risen more than in Other European countries. As a consequence, the wage depressing ef- 
fect of the current high unemployment rate has diminished rapidly. 


